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Bearcat bcd996p2 manual

Here we go again. Uniden has put out this fabulous scanner that will do a multitude of scanning results and you're here to find out how. This scanner is exceptionally harder for many (even experienced programmers) to program because, there is no printed manual and the CD manual is too messy. I wrote this manual to
prevent all of you from giving up hope, returning you regret, trying to return your $500 scanner, or all of the above. This manual is the culmination of the Wiki, the CD manual, (273 pages!?) of the BCD396XT Complete Reference (not yet one for the 996XT), and all the other previous Easier to Read and Uniden manuals.
(I should get a Pulitzer.) There are some improved and new features that the 996XT has that the 996T didn't have. 25,000 channels, control channel data output, NAC for digital trunked systems and conventional digital channels, and TGID (P25 One-Frequency Trunk) user differentiation, negative delay or forced
shooting (and why did it take 5 years to bring it back?), drive (or radio) IDs can now be viewed with trunking systems, numerical tags for systems/channels/searches, priority IDs, preemptive priorities on Motorola analog systems, adjustable priority control range with an adjustable number of channels to check, visual
alerts, adjustable volume offset for each channel (faster and works better than AGC), GPS control has been reduced to site and group level (compared to system/site level), a bandwidth scope mode, intermediate frequency exchange , key-security mode and the ability to set up a system as private. Fire Tone-Out now
searches for and finds your tones to program (dah). There are only 3 search keys (compared to 6 in the 996T), but now you can also assign band scope mode or a tone-out search to one. You can change the scanner's default receiving bands so that they fit better and faster to your scanning preferences. For technicians,
you can now enter your Motorola IDs in hexadecimal format. They increased the maximum range limit to approach a POI from 2 to 4 miles. For those of you who use GPS-enabled scanning on mountain tops, they've increased the maximum range setting from 50 miles to 125 miles. For those of you driving a
Lamborghini, they've reached the maximum speed limit to approach a Dangerous Road/Xing from 100 to 200 miles per hour. The BCD996P2 is basically the same scanner but will receive the P25 Phase 2 and X2-TDMA protocols. It also has a mini USB serial port at the front instead of the old 4-pin port. You can also
purchase updates from Uniden to receive DMR and ProVoice trunking systems. annoying things. If you program your channels with the 'Audio Type' set to (default) All, you won't see CTCSS/DCS/NAC tones on the display. Numeric tags must be displayed with the rest of the channel information so that you can simply
scroll towards them. With key-safe mode you are only stuck with the last mode the scanner was in when you turned off the (e.g. Close Call, Scan, etc.). (Maybe they should have called it safe mode?). Private systems can only be set to Private with software. The boot configuration cannot be undone once you start using
it; the scanner remembers the last usage configuration unless you use another, (still) scans multiple trunking systems relatively slowly even with the wait time set to 0 (especially if many IDs are programmed). You need to keep a channel first, to attenuate it. There is no delay per channel; you need to set the delay for the
entire system (all sites, all groups, all channels). Restore the radio: how many of you can do it on the first try? Updating the firmware (after trying to get it from the Uniden website) is still very complicated. And the biggest complaint wasn't a printed manual. There are better antennas out there to use than the one that
came with the scanner. The whip is not fabulous. RS has center-loaded telescopic whip for $15 - better for VHF/UHF. The 800 MHz antenna scanner for $25 -100% better for over 700 MHz. You may be able to find more on the web, but RS is convenient so you can buy it and bring it back on the same day if you don't like
it. Read reviews for each on the site. I must also remember that Rich Barnett, president of Scanner Master, was kind enough to lend me a 996XT so I could write this manual. Without this personal gesture, you will not read this. And, thanks to the many people who have published their valuable information on radio
reference forums and Yahoo groups. An overview of the features can also be displayed on my Trunking Radio Comparison Chart page. Home Digital Mobile TrunkTracker V Scanner The BCD996P2 features unique Uniden features such as Advanced Dynamic Memory System, Close Call RF Capture Technology and
GPS compatibility. Includes support for digital systems, including the latest APCO Project 25 Phase II systems. TrunkTracker V Product Overview - Follows communications about APCO 25 Phase 1, Phase 2, X2-TDMA, Motorola, EDACS, and LTR trunked systems. 25000 dynamically allocated channels - Space for all
local systems and more. Close Call RF Capture Technology - Instantly tune signals from nearby transmitters Location-based scanning - Connect an optional GPS for automatic channel selection. Continuous bandwidth coverage - 25 MHz to 1.3 GHz *Excluding UHF TV and temporary backlighting of cellular fire tone-out
alpha tagging 100 quick key system access band scope - Graphically find agc automatic digital threshold adjustment temporary lockout radio activity - to temporarily block noisy channels. Scan NAC Decoding - for conventional DCS/CTCSS Rapid Decode P25 channels - Instantly detects and displays the sub-audible
tone so you can quickly determine system settings. S.A.M.E. Weather Alert - Specific Area Message Encoding - During a NOAA NOAA o Emergency Alert, a code for your specific location will alert you to serious conditions in your immediate vicinity. PC Programming/Control Public Safety Scanner System / Channel
Number Tagging - provides quick access to a specific system or channel Individual Channel Volume Offset Priority ID Scan on trunked systems Downloads &amp; Manuals Prop 65 Warning Bearcat BCD996P2 digital trunktracker V The Uniden BCD996P2 is a basic/mobile TrunkTracker V scanner compatible with
APCO-25 Phase II with dynamic memory architecture. It is an upgrade to the BCD996XT, and a direct brother of the BCD325P2 released shortly thereafter. This scanner became available on the market in March 2015. The BCD996P2 has many features included in previous generations of 996s*, currently waiting for a
firmware update to include site-specific P25 decoding threshold settings that have never been shown in the XT model. They are general redemption qualities: inclusion of phase 2 reception capabilities and better ability to handle power outages, compared to the new SD card-based BCDx36HP series, which allows
owners/operators a seamless recovery of the scan after a power outage, important for operators who are not familiar with scanner operations, such as tow truck drivers and other listeners/responders. TrunkTracker V Features Specifications -- Includes APCO P25 Phase I and II, Motorola, EDACS and LTR 25,000
Channels Close Call™ RF Capture Temporary Lockout Location Based Scanning Fire Tone-Out Alert Band Scope Rapid System/Channel Number Tagging DCS/CTCSS Rapid Decoding Audio AGC S.A.M.E. Weather Alert Location Alerts* Crows-Flight Navigation* Backlit Keyboard &amp; Dynamic LCD Memory Custom
Search 16-Character Tagging Narrowband Reception Key-Safe Mode IF Exchange Preemptive Trunking Priority 12 Service Searches: Public Safety, News, Ham Radio, Marine, Railroad, Air, CB Radio, FRS/GMRS, Racing, FM Broadcast and Special (Itinerant) Multi-Site System Support Channel Volume Offset PC
Programming and Control (with third-party software, not included) DIN-E and ISO Vehicle Mountable In the Box BCD996P2 Radio AC\DC power adapter Usb telescopic antenna cable (USB Mini-B) CC cabling Assembly hardware and manual owner frequency coverage 25,0000 - 512,0000 MHz 758.0000 - 823.9875 MHz
849.0125 - 868.9875 MHz 894.0125 - 960.0000 MHz 1240.0000 - 1300,0000 MHz FM Bandwidths NFM : ~7.5 kHz FM deviation: ~15 kHz FMB deviation: ~75 kHz WFM deviation: deviation &gt;100 kHz Power requirements Power requirements: AC adapter (13.8V DC 750mA Adjusted) (AD-1009 or equivalent). Power
plug FROM DC:11V to 16.6V (Ext.DC power jack or 4-pin DC power supply): external diameter of 5.5 mm, internal diameter of 2.1 mm; Radio Shack size code M RR System Compatibility This scanner is compatible with the following types of trunking system and system entries used in the RadioReference database, of
course you need to verify that the scanner will cover the Frequency range: System Entries: Analog Analog and APCO-25 Common Air Interface APCO-25 Common Air Interface Exclusive DMR ProVoice Exclusive Related Pages External Links Wiki Articles Programming Your Uniden Scanner Supporting Software
Message Boards / Groups RadioReference BC D Scanner996P2 for sale BCD996P2 - eBay BCD996P2 - RadioReference Classifieds Return to Uniden Scanners *Shipping times are estimates based on the information we receive from Uniden. 28 March 2019 Product Update Notice And also a number of other fixes and
improvements. Version 1.08.00 for BCD325P2 and BCD996P2 has just been released. This update adds the following key features and improvements: Support for NXDN systems through a paid update P25 Patch Id Support EA EDACS PATCH ID Improved decoding for DMR RAS Support Late Entry Opcode of DMR
CapMax Modified decoding for P25 Phase 2 Changed operations for encryption Improved digital voice clarity Fixed mute issues on analog channels including trunking systems Everyone should take advantage of this update. Even if you don't want to purchase the NXDN Product Description Bcd996P2 Phase II capable
Digital Base/Mobile Scanner product update from Uniden is a complete design with the serious hobbyist in mind. With an advanced digital decoding system and a large memory bank, the Uniden Bearcat BCD996P2 scanner is an extremely powerful and useful police scanner. With a plethora of incredible features, this
Uniden scanner is a power plant for police scanners. Stay safe and informed with access to state-of-the-art NOAA weather conditions and S.A.M.E. weather alerts alerting you to severe conditions in your area. This mobile radio scanner offers 25,000 channels an advanced dynamic memory system, RF Capture close



call, TrunkTracker V technology and more. Enjoy location-based scanning and location alerts by connecting the BCD996P2 to a compatible GPS receiver so you can stay informed when you're mobile. The Uniden Bearcat BCD996P2 digital police radio scanner is also a fantastic choice at an affordable price. As with all
our Uniden scanners, we provide you with all the information you need and the options you want to create the perfect package. 25,000 dynamically allocated channels with close call technology scanning and 25,000 channel search on the BCD996P2. With RF Close Call capture technology, this scanner will automatically
tune in to the signals closest to you, so you can track what's going on in your area. Fast access to the system (100 keys) The BCD996P2 scanner provides quick access to the systems we are more often with the 100-key system. Unidens police scanners are easy to set up the keys of the systems you want to listen to.
Press them to enable or disable the system. Location-based scanning Connect this scanner to a compatible GPS receiver and will automatically select the programmed systems based on the exact You'll save time by scanning only local signals. S.A.M.E. Weather Alert This mobile scanner supports specific weather alerts
for encoding area messages. During a NOAA weather or emergency alert, a code for your specific location will alert you to severe conditions in your immediate vicinity. TrunkTracker V Technology This Uniden scanner features TrunkTracker V with Control-Channel Only scanning and I-Call monitoring, which allows you to
track voice traffic on P25 Motorola EDACS and LTR Trunked systems. Trunk tracking allows you to follow entire conversations, even if they occur at different frequencies. BCD996P2 Scanner AC Adapter Vehicle Accessory Power Cord Three-Wire Harness Mount bracket and Hardware Antenna Owner's Manual (English
and French) APP Form FREQ Form Other Printed Materials USB Cable CLICK HERE TO RETURN TO TOP Country Programming County Programming removes guesswork, tedium and frustration from manual scanner programming for your area. Our scheduling department preloads your county/county public safety
frequencies selected, so all you have to do is turn it on. Service types included: Emergency operations EMS-Dispatch EMS-Tac EMS-Talk Fire-Dispatch Fire-Tac Fire-Talk Interop Law-Dispatch Law-Tac Law-Talk Multi-Dispatch Multi-Tac Multi-Talk Additional types of service may be included on request CAUTION: This
product may expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California for causing cancer and birth defects or other reproductive damage. For more information, visit the www.P65Warnings.ca.gov in www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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